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is most productive when the learner participates in the design of the
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"opportunism" or the use of the environment as a resource for program
development; and the success of the program was dependent on an
ongoing accommodation between the sponsors cf the program and the

school systems that participated in it. A new chatenge for
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n.his fanious, article, "The Science;lof Muddling Through", Charles Lindblom

asserts that'policymake behavior -dads not,conform to the normative precepts -

embodied,in traditional "rational comprehensive" problem-solving theory.

Lindblom attributes the discontinuity between,theoryand Pradtice to circumstances

such as vaguely d fined or_ inconsistent gealsr.Timited information about
. .

.
, . ,

,alternatives anttheir consequences distributed power bases, and uncontrollable

:textual phenomena. Toge-ther these cireumstances;make adherence to the

rational comprehenslve model "impossible". Faced with, such constraints admire-

istrators muddle:through". by employing a decisiOn-laking method characterized

"successive limited compaOisons".
g

Administrators, say's Lindblom, "are forced to

use the methcid of successive limited eompariso 7 (emphasis added) (Lindblom, 1959).

Tgedisagree. Based on our study of muddling through in a field setting

we 6nggest that Lindblom made a fundamental error When he attributed isuddling

to necessity. Muddling through can be a normative strategy, consciously chosen

as a device for optimizing program success. Muddling'is a virtue, not just a

necessity; In our view is correct, then the ta It: of administrative science is

not simply to develop calculation aids designed to surmount the limits of

rationality, i.e. aids such as PM, PW, MAO, and the like. The task also

must be to belp:administrators muddle better.

Paper prepared for presentation at American -Educationa ResearchAssoc a an
Convention, Toronto; March 30, 1978. Printed



Before'lie get.int our data and our analysis

middling through model has n ve4

e «t of ld mot that Lindblom

he degree of 'empiric,al;analvsi .that

Coneequently so me crucial questions,
/

asked., administrators muddle, does their muddling

-forth in. Lindblom's model? If muddling-occurs,

ae medei have not been

embody the features set

is it cc-Ur for the
ti

stated by Lindblom? That is, do administrators puddle because tai

eason-

f_
y must.

possible to distinguish between muddling peorly and muddling

Recently we had occasion to give'attentio

1972-75 we were rest

ell? If, hOW?

ible for the design and imple

such.,ques =ions., During

ntation of a

development program for on-the-job high school administrator

school systems. The notes end observations we assembled:dux

°fess-lanai

in large -city

he course of,

our involvement in:the. program provide the basis for our criticism Of Lindblom

model

Details the school administrators' developmen

elsewhere (Kritek, 1976; Coltotret.al., 1975). Here' it is sufficient note

tbat' the prograft, as operationalized,'involved five cities per year. Each city

who allocated
was represented by five 4igh school administrators (called "Fellows"

25= 0 day- °program activities during a year. Some of'those dais were used

for individualized activities such as attendance at pro _essibnal seminars and

,

workshops. Some were used for group aetivitie involving other Fellows in the

same city.

all of the cities.

Some were utilized

,

was

for meetings involving-all of the Fellows from
a.

ar:t-time= "local coordinator"-- usually an acadep

n each park cipating,city, pluea,sinall central Staff (u

Designing and operating the progr presented a host of policy-type

Pn:what terms? What activities would be
prOblems. ho would participate?

conducted?

and'forYwhat

would funds be allocated? By whom? Who was accbuntable to whet,

muddied through. In the 'propsTO &Cal. ith these questions,

we learned several things about muddling through. First, Lindblom's description.

essentially'can`rect howev er we di identify another feature of
of Muddling._



ughb Second. ;

ch ,s to, not because e ha

unit to muddling throug4

bese

e ting

model, as yefdi

er eves

d' that we ,e muddling through because

We al

that there are :ways of .minimizing the effects

learned that there are natural

ussion of these natters, we will conclude
1

tors may find it useful to meddle with the

"odel
We kneli we' 'were tUddling, tln tact, from the begi.n ,ing we used that

des ri e,o behavior. But we 5.d. not try to -exemplify in our behavior the

elements 'Lindblom 't nociel, the .model was not, as we.anderstood it then,

econstrubt ng events, we- .find that thea prescriptive model.

five epecific feetnx-

actions.

of Audaaing posited by Lindblom re evident in

-d evalu

brie ofe feat

e process of a osing policies is inextricably linked w with the' process of

cuddling through, rding to Lindblom, is that

osing value

objectives.

ut the margin.

&gam:, ualization of

peratioaaized in

problem- of interest and 1 F en design, implement, and evaluate a solution that

s "doing a project". Resources were allo

adoptin a policy necessarily affects pr values

says Lindblom, Toney choices typically axe

pie of these phenomena at work. Our initial

aced two values. One, productivity.,

specifying that each Fellow vas' to select

problem.

cated to

irioft

Process bee

ecend value Was to have the Fellows involved in tite overall

value manifested n a policyprogra,
id .rig for periodic



rinse enbs or the progran'bY the Fellows themselves. These two policies/values

clashed V a several Fellows encountered difficulty in defining Or executing

projects. The negative assessments led to a decision aro the projects".

But.thia left the productivity value without a policy to implement it. Moreover

the decision was at the margin: Fellows successfully engaged in projects kept

doing tbet.

A. second example of intertwined evaluation and empirical an-

reflected in the continuing tension between "local" and "cosmopolitan

as

en k

tations. high value WAS attached to localism and the use of local resources.

At the same time we wanted to "broaden horizons through contacts with national

resources. In the first summer workshop we adopted a localist value; the work-.

shop was held at a remote setting where outside consultants were unavailable

u1 Unwanted. The feedback was bad however, and so the next summer workshop

held in a downtown "hotel and several nationally prominent consultants

employed. ,Agair shift in policy was inextricably linked with a shift,

in value/goal orientation. However the shift y at the 7 -gin; both localist

and coanopoliten values =mined present in the overall program.

The choice of the participation value as .sketched in the previous

ve rot

became evident that the Principalship was very lonely job. As another

ample

ellows, di

P12 quired changes in. ultimate program goals. Exposure to and analysis

ideas and administrative techniques became implicit program goals as

emoted from the eniphasis on projects. Fellowship itself becam:Agoal as

_1 plans called for staff members to work individually With

osing their needs and prescribing experiences to meet those needs.

1:11m/ever time constraints eventually
forced the coordinators in each city to work

nth the Fellows as a, group, and an explicit goal of the program bec



-forMing supportive relationships among

a :eement_ test of od pokey

The coordinators

he FelloWs in eath tit=

'(and staff members) did not iotally agree on the relative

Values attached to the project focus and the need to maximize participant de-

termination. Given the situation, however, we did agree that the ultimate shape

of the program (as it developed during the ye

Further, the Fellows' enthusiasm for the prog

was ppropriate and desirable.

their needs and goals

were more directly addressed in the latter half of the year. The administrative

agreement on "good policy" we's formalized in the program design for the second.

Year.

D. Non - comprehensive analysis

We never even tried to consider all important:possible outcomes, all

important alternative program designs or all relevant values. Thus we avoided

"analysis paralysis"--even ough we paid albrice-later when we had to con front'

the results of our own bad judgments. We can cite examples of neglectill

important possible out o esexamples of neglect that came back-to haunt us.

The frustration that accompanied failure to implement projects was not anticipated

fully and consequently no provision were made' for dealing with it. We diA

anticipate that the Fellows would want to participate in-designing the program;

°we did not anticipate the confusion that developed because we would not state

explicitly what we thought objectives shOuld be or plans for achieving, those objectives.

Successive conus.rison

For Lindblom "policy is not made once and for all, is made"and 10-Made

endlessly." We were not engaged in an experiment in which variable ,had to be.

held constant. We incorporated a formative evaluation capacity within the program

and planned from the beginning to adjust means d ends in the light of evaluative

6



findings. This process is most clearly seen as we movei from year one to year

two but even within the fi t-program year the same process is e ident. -When

the projects :Proved an obstacle to some of the Fellows a decision was made to,

de-emphasi "doing a project" in favor of the-less threatening "professional

developmen

pro

Our choices were made`to alleviate identified ills rather than

to well-defined futur

An addVt anal characteris -tie of fiuddlin

Perhaps we have said enough to indipate that we think that the five

main elements of Lindblom's description of the muddling through process wore.

fleeted' in data we collected:as participant observers. Further, we can,

tentatively suggest a sixth component of muddling which supplements the five

described by Lindblom. It is this: the timing of policy decisions is based

upon circumstances rather- than upon an a_priori schedule. Partly, this is

the squeakly wheel" phenomenon: practices perpetuated themselvea until they

became unbearable. We s- .this in the:decision to drop the idea of "doing

project ", mentioned,above. Another aspect of timing has to do with social,

cirtumstances. When it became apparent that one staff member was encountering

difficulties in dealing with the Fellows in his y, an intervention was

tired to.dccur in a relatively congenial'setting, i.e. formally, in a bar,

after some drinks. There also are natural turning points in a program which

affect the timing of policy decisions. In our case, the end of one year and the

beginning _f second provided a natural point for introducing a number

policy modifications.

. Muddling Throu has_ a Normative Strace

Unquestionably it is true that we coula not have exemplified the Classidal

.-ra _nal comprehensive" decisio ng ryrmodel even if,We'had wanted tom. The



constraints which Lindblom, Simon, and others haves identified

use of the classical model were present in our situation4 Goals were

as inhibiting the

or inconsistent

clear

ion about alternatives and their consequences v,as

imited, power us,s dispersed, and contextual events were beyond our;,cont ol.
a

But our data indicate that other factors prompted our muddling behavior These

factors, coupled with the absence of data indicating that tie nade serious effor

to overcome the limits on rationality; suggest to:us:that we were muddling by

choice,' riot because of necessity.

We are able to identify three factors which 'prompted our adoptiy

muddling through as no

"pedagogical th

when the dearrer participates in the design of his/her own learning prOgram.

ive strategy. The first,, which we shall label

a conviction that adult learning is most productive

The and factor, "opportunis " vas reflected in the treatment of comp
*

l x

-onments as resources for program development,7rether tbial as barriers to

onality.: Borrowing a phrase elaborated by Dale Mann last year at this

convention, we call the third factor the "user-driven,systet factor; essentially

we recognized that the success of the program was dependent upon

between the sponsori of the program and the school mtems which participated in

1

an accomodation

it. Mutual adaptation signifies .the sane phenorde on.

Tathe task of designiPg a program professional development for

d

"School administrators, both of us brought predilections and, haiing client-

s fully engaged in the design of learning activities p Some years prior,

to the program under consideration here one of us had been extensively involved

state-vide program aimed at iproving_ programs for exceptional children.



The exper encie ad left nside-atle-di este" for programs whose objectives

and activit

affected. Both of us had been involvedsiu the .teacher center movement--8 move-
,

ment characterized by a strong commitment to- the idea of client control.' Finally,

were determined by individuals other than those t directly

the Origin-Pawn conceptualization developod t chard, deCharms was very much

in the 'at the Graduate Institute of education where we were based (deCharms

-19% ) 0, too stggested the importance of having particfpants engaged in the

design of their own program

These- tendencies tower d ce of pre-specified purpode ' and activities

were made manifest 'in staff memos prepared dliring the design 'phase of pie program.

Very early, for example, on.e of us wrote that the program

ali should exempliTy the sorts of activities which we woilli-want;-
'Participants) to use subsequently as they work with theirataftfs.
[They) shOU2d learn:how to _diagnose themselves and theirlenviron
ments; to convert their diagnoses into plans of action, 'and to
followthrotgh on those plans...(Decemter 1, 1972)"

AToter expression of'the commitment toward client participation design i-

4
found in a memo, en by the program coordinator after the first

To the extent that this program has had a design or a rationale
for a' design, it has rested thus fax on the premise that the.
Felldws are in the'test position to define their concerns, that
the Fellows are in the hest position to design projects, and
that the staff's task is to stimulate and support such activities?,
I believe that the premise stems not merely from an objective
assessment of reality; it also reflects a desirable state'of

affairs. To borrow a phrase from the literature, I think we've
bought the idea that the Fellows ought to "originate their own
behavior," and that origin-like behaviOr on their part will spin

'over into their on-the:-job behavior. (August 31, 1973) .

with

Perhaps such sentiments do not warrant the label "pedagogical%theory". However

they help- distinguish the approach-we used from the highly rationalized competency



approach to administrator development which was springing up at the

same times

objectives

rational approach to administrator development were rejected'asi we mUddied.onr

wAY through the program. For reasons which we shall discuss subsequently ,.we

were designingfour program. "Learning mO&Ules- pre-specified

countability and the other paraphernalia of the comprehensive

did not wholly avoid pre-planning and prior specification of objective

However we believed that Bch prior planning as was cessary could be, s aside

once-,the program was under way and the Fellows were aboard to participate la.

the planning task. Thus,, m the uvnthn before the program .got under waY the

budget waanot fiked, staff roles were left u specified, -and program activities

were largely'anclefined.

pOrtuniam

The unpredictability and chadgeability of people and events are viewed by

f rational problem-301ving "limits which rdist be controlled andadvocate

surmounted as much as possible'. The rationalist, his objective firmly-111'4nd,

marshals resources and designs activities in a ms.niier intended to:achieve pre-

determined objeCtives whatever obstacles may appear end whatever olVortunities

must be passed by. We didn't proceed that. way at all. As muddlers we simply

moved along anticipating that events would present themselves in ways which

could be productive and that obstacles could be circumvented. Thus, when the

Fellows organized inte:-city visits, it was the problems and programs and resources

the host city which determined activities. Louisville had Superintendent
k

wean Walker and his unique style,)of administration, and so Walker and his

:administratioii were the focal pent of our visit to Louisville. A classic

example of opportunism occurred when a couple the Fellows skippedsome
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scheduled activiti in orderto watch a ceremony involving Huhammed Al

Childish? ro-t at all. The Fellows noted that the contact with-Ali would be

very helpful in their dealings with students back in their'home schools. In

Minneapolis and St. Paul, where one of the, nation's most,elaborate developmepte

alterhatiVe education program was operation, examination of those pro.:

grams bee the-focal pOint of activity, In Atlanta the main-top_ of interest-

-and thericlest 11?ol off` resources were in the Brea of desegregation and that

became the focal poiat'for theJater- y dessibt in Atlanta.

tIOortunism als was a feature ofthe decision - snaking processes within

cities. In one city, meetings of the Fellows usually dealt with matters of

immediate Local concern; eetings became forums for analyzing these matters

for-exanining the analysis process itself. In several cities the existence

the p as used by Principe's as a device for gaining access to their

Superintendent' -Cigar s often'deemed,r mote and disengaged from the lives of

high school principals..

What the data indicat seems to us, is that opportunism was viewed

as Wdesirene strategy'. It way ILtilzed;tO force_ program; participants to

assess their circumstances in terms of opportunities presented, rather thah as

barriers to re-d ermined objecttves. At the same time opportunism broadened

the array of prograt optiona far beyond the boundaries whiCh would have been

fixed if the central staff had tried to identify the available ,options.

A user-ariven s-stem

4

Earlier we noted our awareness of the phenomenon of "o e hip as a

pedagogical juatification for choosing a muddling through strategy. That

phenomenon refers primarily to incliVidusi program
participants, i.e. the Fellows.

ii



However `inn ense the

which 'the Fellows

:gets W. the. program the ,school

e drawn An over-archifig goal or the program 0 encourage

these systems to establish therr-,own programs administrator deve/opmert.

We -knew that exhortation and demonstration alone wouldn't 'work. We also sensed

that it Was essential t keep the desigm.of,the prograa loose, so-tInat-the nTeoific

needs and interests of participating, school systems, could be accornodated. Dale

n1ias called this the ' ex - driven" approach to chang- akin t'o the

mutual adaptation phenomenon discussed by the RANI studies educational change.

Selznick ie concept f co- optation related. Here we use March's label (Nenn

1977), We avoided Tre- pecification of program goals and program activities

partly in order to provide opportunities for the user -driven concept to play

itself out. It did. For example, although the program vas rirst:vi

serving assistant principals, one of the participating cities-xpressed a strong

preference for designating principals as participants. Zespite_some misgivings

the request was accomodated; results wers so positive that dm: aUbsequent years,

principals became the main participants in the program. 'Bilis result could

not have occUrred if we had had a tightly,designed progran ia advance. In much

the seine fashion our initial expectations that we would be s Lug Fellows

from applicants, and that we would be selecting Local Coordinators, uere shot

down in several cities when the cities simply pre-empted those deoisiohs

serting in the program' personnel who-, in the-citiest.pdgnent, ought_ to be in

the program. Again it seeped to us that the most sensible thing 'to do' was to

accomodate to these developments rather than to insist upon 01.11' on 7oreconcept ons.
.

We Could, have insisted, and we probably could have imn in any showdown. But the

victory probably would have been a hollow one, an.d Ultimately- counterproductive.

12
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Interestingly, the-only time we lost u o efforts to accomod.st e to city

Auests for changes was when sponsoring foundation .undercut us for hav

Strayed too far frailts policy".

-e did muddle because we had to Opting _o-

Ownership articipants, stressing the importance of opportunismtY participants, -

dating needs and interests of users forced

coma-

;o muddle, Notethat our reasons

for muddling are quite different from those posited by Lindblom., It was not

our own limitations as problems solvers that caused us to muddle; itlwas the

'nature or our commitments. True, we could not have beei -much more rational,

the clabsical sense, even if we had anted to b due to limitations of information,

time, and the like. But the point is that we didn't toe We would have had

toss fice our commitments to oners.hip, opportuti-

-,
if forced to be-classically rational. Such'a sacrifice, in our opinion, would

aid A "us ex-diiyiin
.

.syatem

have jeopardized the chances of success of the program.

-through appeared to be the most rational way to proceed.

us, muddling

3. Limitations on Muddling_Tlu.ough_

To our con derable surprise we found that we couldn't muddle as much as

we wanted to. Just as the ra Igpal model is limited by natural eventW,- the

muddling through model cannot be fully realized. We identified three specific

limitations on Muddli through. They werei_firs inertia; second, human moti-

e

-vation factors; and third, expectations of rationality.

The phedemenon identified by the p concept of inertia represen
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the major drawback to our use of muddling through as- a normative model for pro-

gram-development. One of the alleged characteristics of "muddling through" i -'s
--.1

,

a remedial orientation. However we found that early experiences have a.d

native effect on the subsequent direction of the program. Some of the most im-
'

portent norms and sentiments present within the Fellows throughout the first

Fellowship year were largely determined:by events or the first week of the pro-

An early lack of financial guidelines, for example, was later corrected"

but nevertheless led problems 4rith funds that lasted throughout the year.

Slmilarlyi the relationship that developed between Fellows and staff -at the

summer workshop had its problematic aspects throughout the ye j n-effect

remediation was not possible within the first Fellowship year although it

possible and iti, d d occur as we'mcived from year one to year two.

There were other instances where the phenomenon of inertia was present.

The content of the general program meetings held in each city was to be deter-

mined partly by the host Fellows. The first general meeting included_ faits

to the Fellows' schools. Despite some misgivings about the value

visits, registered after the meeting by some of the Fellows, the school visi

were continued in subsequent general meetings. In the final interviews the

school visits were seen as comparatively unprofitable. It is interesting to

note that the schoel.visits continued as an element Of the second year of the

program. The second year Fellows were told that one of the things the first

year group did was visit each others' schools. This practice continued through-

out the second year despite the opinion (again) that the visits were not too

productive. Mhether the practiCe would have been initiated without the prompting

caused by the disclosure of what the first year group did cannot really be



Once having been started, however there seems to be no easy way of

breaking into the pattern short of direct staff intervention. BUt that causes

other problemso

In.a sense a program cannot escape its own early his ory - at least

?la without a.. powerful, and probably trauma-producing, intervention. Two of

Gouldner early books point, in another context, to the potency of early

history. /n Wildcat Strike Gouldner (19541)) ties the strike, at least in part,

to the replacement of Old Doug by Peele, described in-detail in the companion

work, Patterns -of Industrial Bureaucracy (Gouldner, 1994a). The "indulgence

pattern" under Old Doug, characterized by rational discipline, second chances,

and flexibld application of rules, among other things, could not simply be re-

placed by a different form of management without repercussions. The succession

of plant managers and the change in managerial approaches could not proceed

without the history of having operated under the indulgency pattern asserting

itself,

motivation factors

Another limitation on the normative use of the muddling through model

stems from human motivation factors* Some participants were immobilized by

the absence of pre-specified goals. A few interpreted the'absence of goals as

a signal that they could goof off--spending a year enjoyingthe status associated

with being a "Fellow' g aveling about the Country on what ostensibly were

professional development programs but which turned into mini-vacations, and par-

taking of the companionship of others. OU assumption that the Fellows would

seize the opportunity to structure individualized programs to accomplish their

own professional development goals simply was not realistic in all cases. But

15



omm.

cases

15

-ent toparticipant ownership precluded is from intervening. in such

We were slow to recognize or acknowledge another motive

b was directly associated with our muddling through 's

simply didn't believe us when we earnestly explained the

alproblem

$ome, Fellows

the program was their

program. A staff member caught the problem in =a m ma when he referred to a

perception that continues to plague us, namely: that the program

staff has a preconceived plan or-if they don't have a plan, they

do have some hidden agendas and end up manipulating the Fellows.

And the unfortunate fact is that the Fellows had grounds for their 'suspicions.

We did communicate that we had agenda and expectations, despite our professions

to the contrari: One of the reasons for these communications may be-found

the third limit t_ muddling: expectations of rationality.

C. gxpects;tiorlsclrso.psality

It is very well to declare oneself in favor of partici_ t ownership,

opportunism, and user-driven programs. Yet, for reasons which may have =led

from our own prior conditioning, or for reasons which were correctly or in-

correctly imputed to foundation officials and 'school Officials in participating

cities, we found ourselves unilaterally declaring program objectives and mi-

1

laterally planning program activities. We ass ed that we had to promise some-

thing (and describe something) when we asked big city school superintendents to

provide up to thirty days of released time to some-af,their most visible and

critical middle managers. And so we talked about "goals" and "outcomes" and

we sketched, out the, activities which we imagine& would occur. To the extent

that we did so, we compromised our intentions to muddle through. We further

compromised our intentions when we met as a staff prior to the first summer



ksho, sketched out an agenda and some ac ivities and set the data and place for the

sees to be ind2spensable. But to the extentworkshop; Some pre-planning

It occurred, limited our capacity to muddletfree],y.

Even when the program was under

Undercurrent of uneasin

running well, there was an

about the apparent lack of a coherent set of objectives

and plans. Cdmments such as the following, aksin from field-notes, e indiaative:

It !lorries me that (a large.aum of
money) is committed to this and no
plan is fixed.

At (the second city meeting) I
wondered what the hell we were doing.

Exactly what do we want to accomplish
at these meetings?

Evidently the rational comprehensive model _
ngrained that it cannot be

fully escaped. The-exp ectation of rationality limits the capacity to muddle
N

through.

4. Muddling Better

The preceding paragraphs may indicate that we were inept muddlers. We

rejected the rational model when we opted for a muddling thrOugh model, snd then

we messed up the muddling.model too. That may be. But that brings us to an in-

triguing question. What is the difference between muddling poorly and muddling

well? If we think of muddling through- simply as a descriptive model, there can

be 116 difference. However we muddled by choice, as a response to our goals

of working in a user-driven, opport istic, client-centered program. Could we

have uddlled better' vis-azvis these goals? The rationalists would have us

believe that muddling bette
_N

ems muddling less. Our conception'is different*
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We think Year II

we partially surmounted Isom

previous section. For example, while we eertainlyOd not overcome the prehleM

of ine-t_

did in Year That is,

limitations on muddling described in the

ed to ameliorate it by heightening consciousness of profile

that were identi fled, -and by pointing to natura turning points where new direc-

tions could be instituted. We did not'pull back from partipipant involvement--

we structured for it more consciously. Meetings with second year Fellows prior

to their Fellowship year provided an oppo tunity to onvey inf =talon on the

structure of the summer workshop, to give the broad-outlines 0 the Fellowship,

year and to communicate our own position on profes apnea development etIvities.

The m etingswere also the I:ICC

program promised and expected of them and eir input regarding what they

on to che3ck the e.lows° perception'of what the

would consider to be -fitable experiences for the Fellowship year

A consultant was hired for the second summer workshop to provide feed-

back on the developing interp

Starting with the workshop,

represented at all staff meetin

-elationshins and to intervene if neces

Tug through the year the Fellows were

learned to be less obtrusive with fo tive evalUation. During

the second year, a smaller 'ecount of data yds generated but it was more fo

and more direetl

changes when it looked

f lt.needs of the Fellows.' We did not try to force

forcing would generate unnecessary resistance.

Ad4itionally we introduced elena s of the rational -del. The

metings with FellOw.s-to-be prior to their 1Fel lowship year, asclescribed

above, provided for an early ecification of program goals --but with input
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her, we had learned from, experience. We had, in

effect, looked at alternatives and conse u h'more closely by the time

he second year began. We modified the`su er workshop, we added a Black staff

-person, ve elilnated the project idea as it vas earlier conceived.

fhe second year of the program went much more sMoothly--and we thin

more productive --than th, fi ation, we think lies in the filet that

e eleme ts of the rational model, without receding from the muddling
/s

model.

Discussion

tore proceeding to a discussion of ouPfindings, let us summarize them.

foun that 'Lindblom description of the muddling through strategy

' "our ea e quite nicely. We muddled through in pretty Muc the same Manner

that Lindblom says muddlers muddle. -We els meddled a bit with the muddle model

ue Suggested a simcth component - -a component stressing the significance of

-timing in policy decisions. But our major disagreement with Lindblom stem

our investigation of the reasons for muddling. We muddled, not because we had

to, but because'we chose to. We wouldn't have useethe rational comprehensive

model even if had had the capability. -Muddling, for us, was a strategy dictate]

by normative considerations.

ghere are some obvious limitations 'which we should acknowledge at this

point. first, we are not necessarily advocating a muddling through strategy.

Our point is simply that preference, rather-than the 'necessity presumed-by Lindblom,

_OY lead an administra

rational comprehensive

to choose a muddling through strategy rather than a

tegy. That happen in our case. 'To- ascertain whether
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such a choice is a.wise one requires comparative.analyses end lyalTations

which we did not undertake. All that our study can do is to sugges4 thatthe

muddling through model, like the rational model, can be treated:in normative terms.

Rather than treating the former as prescriptive and the latter as descriptive,

both cad be viewed prescriptively.

A second limitation is that.our analysis is based on a single case.

However we don't think that our ,case is unique. We suggest that the norms of

participant ownership, opportunism 'and mutual adaptation are widespread,

particularly in learning7relate organizations such as schools, universitieS,

and adult education programs. To take but one example, consider thd classroom

teacher and her "lesson plan". The "lesson Plan notion is predicated on the

ical problem-solving strategy. But lesson flans are widely ignored. ,Perhapsclan

they are "ignored because they aren't verysgoosh-or because teac

rational. But our analysis suggests another possibilfty:, eachers prefer

!addle through. Maybe teachers are doing the right thing. Consider your own

'seminars : do they reflect the muddling through model or"the rational

We don't know. But based on oui. single case we venture to propose that

dling may be fairly widespread strategy which is based on normative considerations.dung

the lesson plan analog a bit further brings ma to a third, limi-

iion. we examined the beginning! of a programits first two years. In suc-

ceeding years routinization and bUreaucratization set in. Muddling through may

be a strategy used most often at the design phase of a program, or a seminar,

or course of instruction.

That last observationthat muddling,through may be particularly common

at the design phase of a program sets the stage for some further observations
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about muddling through as a normative decision htrateg<yra One is that despite

the notoriety achieved by Lindblom's model, it has been videly ignored by.

empiricists, Dror (196) and others have attacked the model on normative

grounds 1xLing that Muddling through'is not appropriate to the needs of public

.policymaking in our time. But that is not empiricism. Practicing administrators

scrupulouSly avoid,labcling their own "behavior as "muddling through". ,We don't.

,

bldme then;
.

Lindblom's choice of a label was most unfortunate. No one wants to

be known as,a muddler -good or bad. However by failing to examine muddling throe-

.
as an objective phenomenon, prattitioriers have failed # address important

questions, i.e. the question of whether ofi can "muddle better% Social

scientist -,also have avoided the study of muddling through. Empiricists such as

Alison (1971) Peterson 0.976) and Boyd. and O'Shea (19r5) have spurned Lindblom

Model in fait* of more respectable-sounding models based on concepts' of

burediicracy,orgatilational processes, interest groups, bargaining, utility,

If. muddling through is as prevalefrLas Lindblom and experiencand the like

suggest, it

decade

to more .dir examination thin it has received in the two

since publication of "The SCience of Muddling Through"

It i
Ar6g other

have

liateresting to note-that the classical model is no longer sacred.

iters, McLaughl (1976), Flan (1972 J, and Derthick (1972),

u

uestioned whether the rational del is approprat in a society which

distributes authority very broadly. We /were particularly intriguekby Dale

(1977) Taper on design sinifications for user-driven federal programs.

Mann's specifibations include many elements of a muddling through Model. Some

of those elebenta take cognizance of the descriptive phenomon which we called

'fttimi For example, Mann notes that "a user-driven system must capitalize
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users' self - interests are most clearly -engaged" (p. 13).

ce of "natural entry points", as we did!, However the

most striking feature of Mann paper is,that its'specifications for a user-driven

-system are normative. Mann acknoitledges the desirability of a,des_gs strategyy

which takes-account of user neede.and participant ownership; Mann might have gone

further in considering the significance of opportunism. At any rate, it appears

that Mann is working on the problem of "mddling better It's a good problem.

To Mann's specifications for those who chose to muddle through, we would add

these precepts:

First, be prepared for criticism. The rational comprehensive model is

so ingrained in our thinking andin our institutions that,the absence of pre-

sPecified goal activities is likely to be mistaken for inept7tude. This

is particularly true in an era so deeply committed to the rituals of the classical

model. PERT-charts and muddling through are not very compatible. And muddling

through is anathepa to the accountabilists.

Second, stay loose. Changing environments present new opportunities.

Changing client characteristics generate. n__w perceptions and needs. These

phenomena require a continuous process of re-design. In different terms, program

planning. should not only precede program operation; it should be a'conttnuing

part of program operation.

Finally, watch out for inertia. olden opportunities may be missed

program managers are locked into routines. Mid-course corrections and a

remedial orientation may be confounded by inertia. Resistance to change is

not -one-time phenomenon which Can be overcome;- it is always present as a

limit to muddling through.
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